Distribution and dynamics of gap junction channels revealed in living cells.
To study the structural composition and dynamics of gap junctions in living cells, we tagged their subunit proteins, termed connexins, with the autofluorescent tracer green fluorescent protein (GFP) and its cyan (CFP) and yellow (YFP) color variants. Tagged connexins assembled normally and channels were functional. High-resolution fluorescence images of gap junction plaques assembled from CFP and YFP tagged connexins revealed that the mode of channel distribution is strictly dependent on the connexin isoforms. Co-distribution as well as segregation into well-separated domains was observed. Based on accompanying studies we propose that channel distribution is regulated by intrinsic, connexin isoform specific signals. High-resolution time-lapse images revealed that gap junctions, contrary to previous expectations, are dynamic assemblies of channels. Channels within clusters and clusters themselves are mobile and constantly undergo structural rearrangements. Movements are complex and allow channels to move, comparable to other plasma membrane proteins not anchored to cytoskeletal elements. Comprehensive analysis, however, demonstrated that gap junction channel movements are not driven by diffusion described to propel plasma membrane protein movement. Instead, recent studies suggest that movements of gap junction channels are indirect and predominantly propelled by plasma membrane lipid flow that results from metabolic endo- and exocytosis.